Abstract-We consider multiple-input-single-output (MISO) cognitive radio networks that have been conferred concurrent spectrum access with the primary (licensed) users. We treat the problem of distributed rate allocation in the cognitive network such that some notions of optimality and fairness are sustained and the interference imposed on the primary users is tightly controlled. Allowing multi-user decoding at each cognitive (secondary) receiver, we provide an explicit formulation for the rate allocation problem which seeks to maximize the minimum assigned secondary user rate. Unfortunately, the resulting optimization problem is non-convex and hence cannot be solved efficiently even with centralized processing. As a remedy, we propose a distributed two-stage suboptimal approach. In the first stage, assuming that each secondary user employs singleuser decoding, we design optimal secondary beamformers in a distributed manner, such the primary interference margin constraints and a secondary power budget constraint are satisfied and the minimum secondary user rate is maximized. In the second step, we let the secondary users employ multi-user decoding, which allows them to support higher rates beyond those achieved via single-user decoding. We then offer optimal distributed and low-complexity algorithms for fairly allocating these potential excess rates among the secondary users.
I. INTRODUCTION
In classical cognitive radio systems the secondary users can only transmit in "white spaces" which denote the frequency bands (or time intervals) where the primary (or licensed) users are silent [1] . On the other hand, in generalized cognitive radio systems, the secondary users can also transmit simultaneously with primary users, as long as certain co-existence constraints are satisfied [2] , [3] . Clearly the latter systems can achieve higher spectral efficiencies but at the expense of additional side-information at the secondary users and increased signaling overhead. We consider decentralized multiantenna cognitive radio networks where secondary transceivers can co-exist with primary ones. However, in our setup no secondary transmitter has access to any primary user's message. Instead, each secondary transmitter employs beamforming to communicate with its desired receiver while ensuring that the interference seen by each individual primary receiver does not exceed a specified level (interference margin).
Our goal is to design optimal beamformers for the secondary users in a distributed fashion in order to maximize the smallest weighted rate among secondary users, subject to a sum-power constraint as well as the interference margin constraints. We assume that advanced multi-user decoding is used at the secondary receivers. There is no restriction on the decoding complexity, i.e., each receiver is allowed to decode any arbitrary subset of other secondary users, if such decoding is deemed beneficial for decoding its respective user. We provide an explicit formulation for this optimization problem. However, the problem is non-convex and hence cannot be efficiently solved even in a centralized setup. As a remedy, we adopt a two-step approach. In the first step, we obtain a set of beamformers which is optimal under MMSE decoding at each receiver. In the second step, we consider the optimal allocation of excess rates to the secondary users beyond their minimum rates (achieved via MMSE decoding), such that some notion of fairness is maintained and all the users remain decodable at their respective receivers. A key feature of our distributed rate allocation algorithm is that the complexity at each secondary receiver is only polynomial in the number of secondary users.
Finally, we remark that our restriction of allowing each secondary user to use one codebook is in contrast to the optimal two-codebooks-per-user strategy proposed for the interference channel in [4] , [5] . While users with singlecodebooks can achieve lower rates, they are more practical and consequently such Gaussian interference channels have been recently investigated in [6] .
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model
We consider a decentralized cognitive network with M s secondary transmitter-receiver pairs co-existing with M p primary transceiver pairs via concurrent spectrum access. 
and
where z 
B. Problem Statement
We denote the rate assigned to the i th secondary user by R i and we will say that the rate vector R = [R 1 , . . . , R Ms ] is decodable for the given channel coefficients, choice of transmit beamformers and decoders employed by the secondary receivers, if for any rate vectorR ≺ R and any arbitrarily fixed > 0, there exists a set of M s codes such that each secondary receiver can decode its desired user (secondary transmitter) with a probability of error no greater than . The interference level seen by the i th primary receiver due to secondary transmissions is denoted by by J i and is given by
The i th primary receiver specifies a parameter β i which is the maximum interference it can tolerate from secondary trans-
We are interested in solving the following rate optimization problem.
For the given set of channel coefficients, choice of primary transmit beamformers and decoders employed by the secondary receivers, we seek to maximize the worst-case secondary weighted rate such that the secondary weighted sum-power is below P 0 and the interference seen by the i th primary receiver does not exceed β i , i.e.,
where
are all positive and account for weighting the individual rates and powers of the secondary users, respectively. Note that by definition, we have that if R is decodable then any rate vectorR, where 0 R R, is also decodable. Furthermore, the optimization problem in (5) is always feasible.
III. UNCONSTRAINED GROUP DECODERS In this section we assume that the secondary receivers are equipped with advanced multi-user decoders. Note that each secondary receiver is interested in recovering only the codeword transmitted by its designated secondary transmitter. We consider the unconstrained group decoder (UGD) at each secondary receiver [7] . The UGD may decode the designated user jointly with any arbitrary subset of other users, while treating the rest as Gaussian interferers. For the purpose of making the optimization formulation more intuitive we assume identical rate weighting for all secondary users, i.e., for all users we have ρ = ρ i . As a result, without loss of optimality we can assign identical rates to all users. Generalization to an arbitrary weight vector ρ is possible by following the same approach. In the following remark we first state a sufficient condition for a subset of users to be decodable. 
By using Remarks 1 and 2 and some simple manipulations, we can compactly express a sufficient condition for user i to be decodable as follows.
Remark 3: (6) . Also, according to the above remark an optimal subset containing the i th user that supports the largest worst-case rate is the set {π i (1), . . . , π i (p * )} where
Then, the optimization problem
This beamforming optimization problem for UGDs is a nonlinear non-convex problem and hence an optimal solution cannot be guaranteed even in a centralized setup. Note that in the case that ρ i are not identical, the problem is even more more involved. Therefore, in the following sections we propose an alternative two-stage approach which satisfies some optimality conditions and can be implemented in a distributed way.
IV. TWO-STAGE APPROACH
In the first stage we assume that each secondary receiver decodes its desired signal via single user decoding after treating other users as Gaussian interferers. We are able to provide a distributed algorithm which furnishes the optimal beamforming vectors under this assumption. In the second stage, we allow the secondary users to exploit unconstrained group decoders. We then consider the problem of efficiently allocating excess rates to secondary users such that some fairness constraints are satisfied.
A. Beamforming Design
We assume that each secondary receiver uses the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) single-user decoder, which only decodes the desires user and treats the rest of users as Gaussian interferers. For these decoders, the rate achievable by the i th user is given by R i = log(1 + SINR i ) where,
Based on the formulation above, we offer the following theorem. Theorem 1: Suppose each secondary user employs the single-user (MMSE) decoder. Then, the rate optimization problem R(P 0 ), can be optimally solved in a distributed way.
B. Rate Allocation
We use the beamforming vectors obtained in the previous step but now consider the UGD at each secondary receiver which provides them the capability of supporting higher data rates. Therefore, we seek to fairly allocate excess rates to the secondary users in a distributed fashion.
We denote the optimal beamforming vectors computed for the MMSE receivers by {w
] be the vector of rates achieved by using MMSE decoders, henceforth referred to as the minimum rate vector. In the rate allocation algorithms proposed in the sequel, we will guarantee that each user receives at-least its minimum rate. We use h i,j ∈ C to denote the effective channel, i.e.,
T as the vector of information symbols transmitted by all secondary transmitters and also
. Therefore, the signal received by the i th secondary receiver is
where z i ∈ C accounts for the Gaussian noise as well as the interference seen from the primary users. Without loss of generality, we assume z i ∼ CN (0, 1). As before we assume that x s i , the information symbol of the i th user, has unit power and is drawn from a Gaussian alphabet.
We use K = {1, . . . , M s } to refer to the set of all secondary users and construct the vector h A, B) denote the instantaneous achievable rate region for the users in A jointly decoded using maximum likelihood (ML) decoder while treating the users in B as Gaussian interferers. Therefore,
For any two disjoint subsets A and B of K we also define
Let also {G i , G c i } denote a partition of K such that i ∈ G i and the users in G i are jointly decoded after treating those in G c i as noise. Therefore, the minimum rate vector R min is decodable if there exist sets {G 1 , . . . , G Ms } such that
We consider increasing the rates of all users based on some pre-determined priority. We, specifically, are interested in finding the largest possible x > 0 such that after updating the rate of the secondary users as R = R min + xt, for some given t = [t 1 , . . . , t M s ], the updated rate vector R remains decodable, i.e., max x s.t.
x · t + R min remains decocable (10)
The vector t, which we call the priority vector, can model different notions of fairness in rate allocation. For any two disjoint subsets A and B of K we also define
Algorithm 1 provides a low complexity method for determining an optimal partition at each receiver. 
where δ i is the rate increment returned by Algorithm 1. An important feature of Algorithm 1 is that it cam be implemented with a complexity polynomial in M s . By using the result of the above theorem, we next offer the distributed algorithm for solving the weighted symmetric rate allocation problem given in (10) and provide its optimality in the subsequent theorem. Use Algorithm 1 to determine δ i and G i 4:
end for 5: Update R ← R min + min 1≤i≤Ms {δ i } · t 6: Output R and {G i }
Ms i=1
Theorem 3: The rate vector yielded by Algorithm 2 satisfies
whereR is any decodable rate-vector such thatR = R min + x · t for some x ≥ 0.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider a cognitive radio network with two primary transceivers and three secondary transceivers, each (primary and secondary) with three transmit and one receive antenna, respectively. The sum power available for all secondary transmitters is taken to be 20 dB. We first obtain the optimal secondary beamformers assuming single-user decoding, after setting all γ i and all α i to be unity. We then implement Algorithm 2 (with identical priorities for all users) to obtain the optimal rate increments. In Fig. 1 , we consider 20 channel realizations and for each realization, we plot the normalized minimum rate obtained using the optimal beam vectors and the MMSE decoder at each secondary receiver, where the minimum rate is normalized by the minimum rate obtained after Algorithm 2. We also plot the normalized minimum rate obtained using the MMSE decoder at each secondary receiver, when each secondary transmitter employs a beam that is matched to the forward channel vector to its intended receiver.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We considered decentralized multi-antenna cognitive radio networks where secondary transceivers co-exist with primary ones. Our focus was on devising distributed algorithms for optimal rate allocation in such networks. We formulated the rate allocation problem for the case when the the secondary receivers deploy unconstrained group decoders. A two-step approach to sub-optimally solve this problem was suggested in which optimal beamformers are first obtained assuming singleuser decoding at each secondary receiver. Next, by allowing more advanced unconstrained group decoders at the secondary receivers, we proposed optimal distributed and fair algorithms for rate allocation.
